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Story
Hugo is a genius, top at sport and the coolest boy in school – in his dreams, at any rate... in real life he is
still miles away from any kind of fame! He is 11 years old, just starting secondary school, and happiest when
hanging around with his best chum Nico. He is obsessed by the biggest problem that anyone his age can
have: what must I do to change overnight from Mr Average to Superhero?

It can’t be true! Girls ahoy! Lucy and Linda have spent all afternoon snooping about the house where Hugo’s
friend Nico lives. Why do the girls suddenly find everything Hugo says amazingly witty, and insist that Nico’s
style is really cool? When Lucy and Linda want them all to go as a gang to see a film, Hugo realises
something dreadful has happened. The girls have fallen in love! And he and Nico are the objects of their
passion!

• Each volumes a standalone story focusing on one topic e.g. sports, school, girls
• Witty comic-style illustrations supporting the text
• Authentic and understanding description of the world of an 12-year-old
• Author Sabine Zett is perfectly entitled to understand the mind of a 12-year-old as she has a son of the
same age
• Easy to read as funny illustrations break up the text
• Highly recognizable cover through unique design

Sabine Zett
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Sabine Zett
Sabine Zett grew up in Westphalia. As a young student she enjoyed writing stories and wrote articles for a
local newspaper. After graduation she has worked as a journalist for several years.
When her son and daughter were born, she began writing theatre and radio plays, and books for children.
She lives in the lower Rhine area together with her family.

More information on www.sabine-zett.de

More titles in this series

Stay Cool, Hugo! (Vol. 6) Hugo Chills (Vol. 5) Hugo’s Masterplan (Vol. 2)

Hugo the Genius (Vol. 1) Very Important Hugo (Vol. 4)
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